
REGAL FUNDS MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RF1)

Fund Facts

Manager Philip King

Listing Date 17-Jun-2019

Share ($) / PreTaxNTA ($) $4.44 / $4.32

Premium/(Discount) 2.78%

Market Capitalisation ($M) $449.90M

Management Fee 1.50%

Performance Fee 20.00%

Peer Index Absolute Return LIC Index

Trailing Yield 4.42%

Benchmark RBA Cash Rate subject to HWM

Cumulative Total Returns

Premium / Discount to NTA
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Premium/Discount Share Price NTA Price

Risk & E�ciency

1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years Inception

Annualized Std. Deviation 17.23% - - - 26.76%

Downside Deviation 0.35 - - - 5.18

Sharpe Ratio 4.36 - - - 1.39

Sortino Ratio 60.47 - - - 1.86

Beta 0.45 - - - 1.13

Tracking Error 22.20 - - - 20.04
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RF1 NTA Absolute Return LIC Peer Index Regal Investment Fund [RF1]

Risk Return Metrics Rating

EXCEPTIONAL

We rate this investment product as Exceptional.

This is a Fund or Investment Product that has scored consistently very well, across all areas of RRM’s

research and analysis framework.

Fund Overview

RF1 is a fund of investment strategies which provides exposure to six underlying

Regal investment strategies (the ‘Underlying Strategies’), speci�cally the following

strategies: Market Neutral (currently 17% of the RF1 portfolio); Long Short Equity

(5%); Small Companies (23%); Emerging Companies (37%); Global Alpha (11%);

and, Long Short Healthcare (9%). The Market Neutral and Global Alpha strategies

are 400/400 true market neutral strategies. Long Short Equity, Small Caps and Long

Short Healthcare are 150/50 strategies and Emerging Companies is long only given

the lower market cap focus.

The RF1 portfolio was always intended to be �exibly managed by way of these

allocations and the inclusion of any newly issued strategies from Regal. Since

inception in June 2019, the most signi�cant changes have been a material de-

weighting in the Market Neutral strategy to permit the growth of Global Alpha

Strategy and inclusion of the Long Short Healthcare Strategy as well as a

consequence of the increasing (exceptional) growth of the of the Small Companies

and Emerging Companies strategies, the latter of which is necessarily an illiquid

strategy (it consists of a material exposure to unlisted/pre-IPO stocks). With Small

Companies and Emerging Companies now comprising 60% of the RF1 portfolio, the

strategy has a lot more beta exposure than at its inception date and notwithstanding

the inclusion of the levered 400/400 market neutral (and exceptionally performing)

Global Alpha strategy.

RF1 is di�erentiated from every other LIC/LIT in pretty much every respect. No

other strategy is so heavily diversi�ed, backed by underlying strategies with such

stellar track records, managed by a team with a comparable reputation, provides

quite the mix of high beta plus market neutral, has the �exibility to pivot from

fundamental shorting (which has been a very tough environment for) to a more

quantitative, momentum based shorting approach (via Global Alpha and dialling

down fundamental short risk in its Long Short strategies), and enables retail

investor access to strategies often reserved for wholesale investors. RRM notes that

RF1 is the second best performer out of the entire LIC/LIT sector based on our

relatively simple quantitative rankings methodology (only HM1 betters it and Regal

PM Philip King is heavily involved in HM1).

Recommendation

RRM ascribes a “EXCEPTIONAL” rating to RF1. What’s not to like? The investment

team is deep, well structured, accountable, and invested (literally and heavily with

respect to Philip King). It is overseen by a PM that is probably the most experienced

long/short manager in the country and Regal is one of three investment houses that

excel in the pre-IPO space. While the strategies may di�er, there is a commonality of

investment process and portfolio and risk management guidance by Philip King

across all the underlying strategies. The fundamental investment process is

repeatable and style agnostic (through market cycle). The strong track record of

RF1 is based on broad attribution by underlying strategy and by PMs. Want’s not to

like? Oh, the performance fee structure – 20% over the RBA Cash Rate. The hurdle

is (not that its not uncommon for absolute returns stratregies) is inconsistent with

the risk pro�le of the strategy and the long-only beta creep over the last year. And

given RF1’s performance over the last 12-month period the performance fee has

been material. 
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Key Points

Past Performance is and isn’t Indicative. RF1’s absolute numbers for the last

12-13 months have been embarrassingly good. And while one may think that it is

coming o� a low base in March 2020, RF1’s maximum drawdown was not

massive at 27% (with an exceptionally short time to recover of three months). No

one should expect a repeat of anything close to this performance – the last 12-

months was an exceptional period. That said, Regal is a style neutral (but factor

heavy) house, and on a relative basis is perfectly capable of exploiting, for eg, the

Growth to Value to Cyclical rotation. Additionally, the Global Alpha and Market

Neutral strategies in addition to an increasing opportunity set for fundamental

shorts (after a very di�cult few years) provide conviction in the ability to continue

to post strong relative performance irrespective of market direction. RF1’s

biggest beta exposures lie in the Emerging Companies and Small Companies

strategies and at a collective 60% that beta exposure is certainly not small.

Team Departures. The prior co-PM and co-creator of the Global Alpha strategy,

Deepan Pavendranathan, and co-PM of the Australian Small Companies Strategy,

Dane Roberts, have both recently departed. With all due respect to Dane

Roberts, the departure of Deepan was a major blow. Apart from the obvious key

person risk in Philip King, RRM was of the view that the only other element of key

person risk was with Deepan. This stems from the somewhat esoteric and highly

technical nature of the strategy and the strong track-record previously generated

when the former co-PM ran it as a prop desk strategy at Goldman Sachs Asia-

Paci�c. That said, Global Alpha has continued to post strong and true to style

numbers under Philip King since Deepan’s departure in January 2021. But it is a

case of ‘watch this space’.

Fund of Investment Strategies not a Fund of Funds. While this may seem a

minor point, it is important. RF1 is not a fund of funds, rather a fund of investment

strategies. That is, the monies in RF1 are allocated to a separate sleeve in the

underlying strategies and based on a close-ended LIC structure rather than the

underlying open-ended funds (excluding the close-ended Emerging Companies

Strategy). As such, RF1 is not subject to the investor trading activities in the

underlying funds, notably possible net redemptions and the ‘forced’ selling that

may be required (potential crystallisation of capital gains tax).

Beta Exposure. When RF1 was launched there was a number of key tenets, one

of which was “attractive risk-adjusted absolute returns over a period of more than

�ve years with limited correlation to equity markets”. RRM would argue that the

“limited correlation to equity markets” has become a ‘victim’ of RF1’s success,

and speci�cally the exceptionally strong performance of the Emerging

Companies and Small Companies strategies. A reset opportunity will present

itself with the end date of the Regal Emerging Companies Fund III in July 2024, at

which point RF1 will invest in-line with the 0-25% permitted allocation to the

successor emerging companies fund. A somewhat lesser reset opportunity will

come with the payment of a dividend by the Emerging Company Fund III at the

end of FY21 and this is likely to be large given its performance.

Partly Market Neutral but Factor Heavy. Regal is very much a high conviction

house. And with the short and market neutral (double conviction) strategies

considered, it is arguably the highest conviction LIC on the market (LSF may be

comparable). Both the Global Alpha and Market Neutral strategies are true

market neutral but this does not mean factor neutral. For example, the Market

Neutral strategy recorded a disappointing February-March 2020 (in the words of

Regal) partly because it was long high beta, short lower beta (e.g., the banks)

stocks. The strategy got whacked on both sides. We outline RF1’s key factor

exposures in the Portfolio section.

Team Collaboration, Individualism, and Accountability. Regal has a 18-

member investment team with 12 having portfolio manager responsibilities. For

each of the underlying strategies, there is at least two and more often three co-

PMs, one of which is Philip King. Each PM is responsible for managing a

separate sleeve within the broader strategy. The structure is one of personal

accountability, collaboration, and a whole-of-portfolio risk management process

undertaken by Philip King. The sleeve structure leads to a signi�cant number of

holdings with a long tail in each of the underlying strategies.

Key Risks

RF1 is a leveraged strategy, having a gross exposure of 215% as at April 2021

(154% long, 61% short). Leverage augments conviction and has the potential to

augment risks.

RF1 has had increasing exposure to the emerging, small and pre-IPO sectors.

This positioning has served RF1 extremely well over the last 12-months but the

emerging and small market cap sectors are generally regarded as higher risk and

high beta.

Notwithstanding the depth of the investment team, there is always going to be

key person risk with respect to Philip King. 

Portfolio Positioning

RF1’s portfolio positioning by the Underlying Strategies as at April 2021 is detailed in

the table below. This positioning has changed dynamically over time in relation to

the relative performance of each underlying strategy (Regal is reticent to reweight

based on underlying performance) and based on a strategic shift to de-weight the

Market Neutral Strategy to 1) enable the continued growth of the Emerging

Companies, Small Companies strategy and Global Alpha strategies based on

exceptionally strong growth and 2) in September 2020, the inclusion of the Long

Short Health Care strategy. The net result has been a reduction in the Market

Neutral Strategy from 42% in February 2020 to a current 17% of the total RF1

portfolio.

We would argue, and in fact the correlation and beta relative to the S&P/ASX 200

Index illustrates, that both the correlation and beta of RF1 has increased over time,

and markedly so. For example, both metrics were mildly negative pre March 2020

and thereafter have been running at an average around 0.85 and 0.70 for correlation

and beta, respectively. This is not a criticism, simply an observation and a feature

investors should be mindful of given the 60% allocation to the Emerging Companies

and Small Companies strategy, both of which are long-only and can be viewed as

high beta strategies. And is also not viewed as a case of style drift given the

Underlying Strategies remain true to style, its simply a case of 1) the allocations

change and potentially 2) a reduction in gross short exposure during much of 2020.  

It is di�cult to draw de�nitive conclusions regarding an overall sector and factor

exposures in the RF1 portfolio because of the sheer number of holdings (the Market

Neutral and Global Alpha strategies can have up to 1,200 long and short holdings

alone). If we focus on the four other Underlying Strategies we could generalise by

saying: RF1 is long and bullish on commodities; it has rotated from Growth to Value

and Cyclicals; it is positioned for a re�ation / strong �scal spend environment,

implicitly by way of the commodities exposure and explicitly by way of the Value and

Cyclicals rotation; a strong corporate actions environment in Asia (primarily through

the Global Alpha Strategy); a continuation of a strong IPO market in Australia (via the

Emerging Companies Strategy); an improving opportunity set for fundamental

shorts; and, a material exposure to smaller market cap stocks. 

Underlying Strategies

Emerging Companies Fund III 37%

Small Companies Strategy 23%

Market Neutral Strategy 17%

Global Alpha Strategy 11%

Long Short Health Care Strategy 9%

Long Short Equity Strategy 5%

Balance Sheet Exposures

Sector Long Short Net Gross

Comm Services 12 -2 10 14

Consumer Disc 17 -9 8 26

Consumer Staples 6 -3 3 9

Diversi�ed 0 0 0 0

Energy 7 -3 4 10

Financials 11 -6 5 17

Health Care 26 -14 12 40

Industrials 10 -5 5 15

Info Technology 23 -8 15 31

Materials 35 -6 29 41

Real Estate 3 -3 0 6

Utilities 4 -2 2 6

Total 154 -61 93 215
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Asset Allocation

Performance

RF1’s performance has been nothing short of exceptional. And that exceptional

performance has been broad, across all six Underlying Strategies as detailed in the

table below. We make the following key points:

RF1 is the second best performing LIC/LIT based on RRM’s aggregation of key

performance, risk/capital preservation and e�ciency metrics measured over a

three year period (admittedly RRM has had to adopt since inception metrics for

three year measures);

RF1 is the best performing strategy in the Australian domiciled Alternative

Strategies – Diversi�ed peer group (46 predominantly unlisted unit trusts) since

the inception date of RF1, and by a very considerable margin (median returns and

standard deviation of of 5.7% p.a. and 6.8%, respectively) although we note RF1

has a materially higher degree of risk (standard deviation). Somewhat ironically, it

is the A�uence LIC Fund that is the only peer that approaches RF1’s level of

returns.

The drawdowns in some of the Underlying Strategies was not immaterial in

March 2020, predictably being largest in the Emerging Companies and Small

Companies strategies. If there was a surprise to the downside, it was the

performance during March 2020 of the Market Neutral strategy, which

highlighted that market neutral is not the same as factor neutral.

Regal has assertively engaged in a discount control mechanism strategy,

representing approximately 22% of all shares traded since its initiation in

September 2019. The buyback has been accretive to performance and assisted

in the provision of liquidity. RF1 is now trading at a mild premium to NTA, hardly

surprising given the performance and payment of distributions.

Regal has paid three distributions now (unfranked as it is a LIT not a LIC), the

second being a very large end of �nancial year payout. While the last 12-month

trailing yield is currently 5.3%, it is reasonable to assume a very large distribution

payout come the end of FY21.

Strategy Performance

12-months Inception (% p.a)

Market Neutral Strategy 106.2% 22.6%

Long Short Equity Strategy 75.5% 21.2%

Small Companies Strategy 184.4% 51.8%

Emerging Companies Fund III 143.5% 85.9%

Global Alpha Strategy 157.4% 104.0%

Long Short Health Care Strategy - 2.7%

RF1 (net) 108.5% 39.7%

Australia/NZ
Asia
Americas
EMEA

Yield & Running Yield

Jan 2020 Jul 2020 Jan 2021
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Dividend Payout Yield (Div/NTA) Running Yield (Div/Shr)

Sector Exposure

Index Excess

RF1 NTA Peer Index Excess

3 Months 9.93% 2.36% 7.57%

6 Months 25.95% 15.72% 10.23%

1 Year 104.62% 55.21% 49.40%

2 Years (PA) - - -

3 Years (PA) - - -

5 Years (PA) - - -

Inception (PA) 38.92% 24.74% 14.17%

Excess Returns
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Peer Index Comparison (Trailing 36month)
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Manager Consistency

Capital Preservation Measures

1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years Inception

Outperform consistency 72.7% - - - 55.0%

Up Market Capture 223.3% - - - 149.0%

Down Market Capture 94.7% - - - 122.2%

Drawdown NTA -1.2% - - - -27.6%
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Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd - Disclaimer and Disclosure

This publication has been prepared by Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd (“RRM”) (ABN 98 642 969 819) is an Authorised Representative (AFSR no. 001286457) of Alpha Securities Pty Ltd (ABN 96 124 327 064, AFSL no. 330757).

This publication contains two types of reports: Non-Rated and Rated.

For Non-Rated reports and articles of interest, such investment product pro�les and content is distributed for informational or educational purposes only and should not be considered a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment

product, or as investing advice of any kind. Articles may contain opinions of the author. The author’s opinions are subject to change without notice. Such content is not provided in a �duciary capacity, may not be relied upon for or in connection with the

making of investment decisions, and does not constitute a solicitation of an o�er to buy or sell securities.

For Rated reports, RRM may or may receive a fee for the preparation of a Rated Report, from either the investment manager, issuer or distribution partner of the Product. The fee received is not linked to a Ratings outcome contained in this report. RRM

does not hold any of the �nancial products referred to in this publication.

For Rated reports, RRM uses a formal methodology for the assessment of funds. This methodology considers both qualitative and quantitative factors. A copy of the methodology is available upon request or is available at https://rrmetrics.com.au/

Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but are not assured as to accuracy. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is neither representation nor warranty as to the current accuracy of, nor

liability for, decisions based on such information.

Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd makes no representation or warranty (express or implied) with respect to the information contained herein (including, without limitation, information obtained from third parties) and expressly disclaims any and all liability based

on or relating to the information contained in, or errors or omissions from, these materials; or based on or relating to the recipient’s use (or the use by any of its a�liates or representatives) of these materials. Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd undertakes no duty

or obligation to update or revise the information contained in these materials.

Any advice provided in this report is general advice only and does not consider the objectives, �nancial situation or particular needs of any particular person. It is not a recommendation to purchase, redeem or sell this particular product (Product). Before

making an investment decision the reader must consider his or her �nancial circumstances or seek personal �nancial advice on its appropriateness. The reader should read the o�er document for the Product before making any decision about whether to

acquire the Product.

This report is intended to assist the reader in evaluating the Product. It is not intended to serve as a substitute to the reader exercising their own independent judgment and the reader should not seek to rely exclusively on this report in assessing the

Product for their own purposes.

No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission of Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd.

© 2021 Risk Return Metrics Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. This report may also contain third party material that is subject to copyright. Any unauthorised reproduction of this information is prohibited.
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